
Rogue 
Anna Marie (full name unrevealed) 

Height: 5 ft. 8 in. 

Weight: 120 lbs (55kg) 

Eyes: Green 

Hair: Brown with white streak 

Citizenship: American 

Place of Birth: Caldecott 

County, Mississippi 

Marital Status: Single 

Occupation: Adventurer, 

former terrorist, mechanic, 

waitress, partial law degree 

Affiliation: X-Men, 

formally Brotherhood of 

Mutants 

 
   

Powers 
Power Absorption: Can absorb the powers, energies, memories, knowledge, talents, 
personality and physical abilities (whether superhuman or not) of another human being 
(or members of some sentient alien races) through physical contact of her skin with the 
skin of the other person. She is not limited to absorbing superhuman abilities: for 
example, she has absorbed the strength, agility, and sharp reflexes of an enhanced 
human. She can also absorb psionic abilities. In absorbing another persons memories 
Rogue also gains the emotional responses connected to them. For the transfer of 
abilities to be accomplished, Rogue’s skin must contact the skin of her victim. Rogue 
can only absorb abilities and memories from living organic beings. She can possess the 
powers of several superhuman persons at once. No upper limit has yet been 
determined for the number of superhuman beings whose power she can maintain 
simultaneously, or for the amount of power that she can absorb. Rogue can even 
absorb gross physical characteristics from a victim. Her physical appearance does not 
change when she absorbs abilities and memories from a normal looking human being. 
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The victim's abilities and memories are absorbed for a time sixty times longer than the 
period of time Rogue was in physical contact with that person. Those touched are 
rendered unconscious by contact with her, though some beings, including Juggernaut 
and Mojo have resisted this effect. While for most of her life, her use of this power was 
involuntary, Rogue has recently gained full control over it. 
 

This transfer is usually temporary, lasting for a period of time relative to how long 
contact is maintained, but the transfer may become permanent in certain cases. For 
example, she absorbed Ms. Marvel's powers permanently due to unknown reasons (Ms. 
Marvel's strange mix of human and Kree DNA may have had something to do with it) 
and she absorbed Sunfire's powers permanently when she absorbed the last of his life 
force by accident. Most often the process happens instantly when Rogue touches 
someone, but in certain instances where a being has possessed an extraordinary level 
of power they are able to resist her, and she may only share part of their memories and 
power. In X-Men Annual #9, Rogue displayed the ability to absorb not only the power of 
the person she was touching, Nightcrawler, but also absorb the ability of the person 
Nightcrawler was touching, Cyclops. 

Her power is proved to be lethal. Mutants are proved to be a bit stronger than humans 
because mutants have mutated genetics, so her 
power does less lethal effects for most mutants than 
humans. Her flirt, Cody Robbins, was in coma state 
for 3 weeks with just a brief touch. If she had 
touched Cody a bit longer, he had been already 
dead. It proves that if she touches her victim too 
long, she may kill her victim because of too much 
loss of energies due to the absorption, except if she 
voluntarily kills her victim with her touch. As Rogue 
is absorbing the total psyche of a person, there is a 
risk of a personality overwhelming her and taking 
control of her body. It has also been shown that 
even though Rogue forgets the memories she has 
absorbed when a psyche returns to its body, 
'echoes' of their personalities remain buried in her 
mind. Rogue is able to absorb psyches and abilities 
of several beings at once, though the experience 
can be confusing and disorienting for her. 

Robotic beings are mostly immune to her power. Depending on the amount of organics 
left, she can usually affect cyborgs. She seems able to affect techno-organic beings. 
Powerful enough beings can withstand her touch and attempt to impose their own will 
on her or cause a feedback loop. 

Although she is capable of absorbing his powers, Colossus in metal form was able to 
make physical contact with her with no ill effects in one issue. However, Rogue has 



shown the ability to absorb him while he is in metal form in various other issues. 

Abilities 

Rogue's skills also depends on who she has recently absorbed. Rogue can also speak 
fluent French. 

Combat Skills: martial arts, acrobatics, athletics, hand to hand combat 
 

WEAKNESSES 

Special limitations: Rogue cannot touch another human being without 

temporarily absorbing that person's memories, abilities, and superhuman 
powers (if any) and rendering him or her unconscious. Remnants of the 

personalities of victims whose memories she has absorbed remain buried in 

her subconscious indefinitely. Certain powerful beings have proven resistant 

to Rogue's power. This has proven to make her mentally unstable. 
 
 

Early life 

Her parents, Owen and Priscilla, married early in their relationship and lived in a back-
to-nature hippie commune in Caldecott County, Mississippi. Born as Anna Marie, she 
also enjoyed the attentions of her Aunt Carrie, on her mother's side. The commune's 
failed attempt to use Native American mysticism to reach the 'Far Banks' resulted in 
Priscilla's disappearance. Carrie took over Anna's care, and in her grief at the loss of 
her sister, was a strict and authoritarian guardian. Anna Marie was a rebellious child and 
her equally poor relationship with her father prompted her to run away from home as a 
young teenager. This also prompted the nickname "Rogue". Not long after, she was 
approached by Mystique, who sought her out on the advice of her precognitive 
lover Destiny. Raven and Irene ultimately takes Rogue in as their daughter. At some 
point, Rogue grew close to a boy named Cody Robbins. During their flirtation, she 
impulsively kissed Cody, at which point her latent mutant power to absorb the life 
energy and psyche of others with skin-to-skin contact emerged. Rogue was traumatized 
by the experience, and Cody was left in a permanent coma. Hence, Rogue wore body-
concealing clothing that eliminated the possibility of accidental skin contact. She wished 
she "did not have to cover up so much around folks, to protect them from her". She 
thought her power was a curse. In time, however, Mystique turned Rogue's loneliness, 
envy, bitterness, and despair into anger, thus recruiting her into the Brotherhood of Evil 
Mutants. 

Brotherhood of Mutants 
After Rogue's gift emerged, Mystique began coaxing Rogue into taking part in her 
terrorist activities as a member of the Brotherhood of Mutants. Rogue was initially not 
interested, wanting only a normal life, but after an incident in which she absorbed and 
comatosed a boy named Cody when she kissed him, she seemed to give up on 
normality and began taking part in Mystique's plans. During this period, Rogue and 
Mystique associated briefly with a mutant named Blindspot, whose power to erase the 
memories of others by touch somehow counteracts Rogue's power enough to allow 
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them to make physical contact safely. Blindspot and Rogue become good friends, but 
when Mystique decided to sever professional ties with Blindspot, Blindspot erased all 
memory of her from both Mystique and Rogue in order to protect herself. When 
Mystique debuted her Brotherhood of Evil Mutants (Pyro, Blob and Avalanche), Destiny 
advised her to keep Rogue out of the action, advice which proved important when 
several members of the new Brotherhood — including Destiny herself — were arrested 
and imprisoned. Rogue ultimately confronted Ms. Marvel on her front doorstep as she 
was returning home from grocery shopping and deliberately absorbed her powers. 
Something went wrong as Ms. Marvel fought too hard and too long. The transfer of 
psyche and powers (initially sans Ms. Marvel's precognitive "seventh sense") became 
permanent. The shock of absorbing such a formidable persona drove Rogue insane and 
she attempted to kill Ms. Marvel by throwing her off the Golden Gate Bridge. 
Unbeknownst to Rogue, Ms. Marvel was saved from the fall by the original Spider-
Woman, Jessica Drew. Ms. Marvel was comatose for a short period of time before her 
memories without the emotional attachments were restored by Professor Charles 
Xavier of the X-Men. Rogue later felt tremendous guilt over the incident and it still 
haunted her to this day. However, she battled the Avengers as a member of the 
Brotherhood of Evil mutants using her newly acquired powers. Later, with Mystique and 
Destiny, Rogue attacked Angel and Dazzler, but Rogue was overpowered by Dazzler. 
Rogue developed a grudge against Dazzler for her controllable mutation and her 
relationship with Angel of the X-Men. Mystique intended for Rogue to absorb Angel — 
the only X-Man whose identity is publicly known at the time — in order to learn the 
team's whereabouts but Rogue balked, afraid of the effect of absorbing a physical 
mutation like Angel's wings. Rogue defeated Dazzler, but was herself defeated by Luke 
Cage and Iron Fist, before fleeing; Rogue was defeated by Dazzler a few times before 
Dazzler is publicly revealed to be a mutant and goes into hiding. 

X-Men 
The more Rogue used her mutant power, the more her mind became filled with 
fragmentary psychic echoes of the people she absorbed. Carol Danvers' psyche was 
nearly a completely distinct personality within her mind who would sometimes take over 
when Rogue's will was weak. It became harder and harder for Rogue to hold on to her 
own personality and she feared that her powers would drive her insane (unbeknownst to 
her or Mystique, the process was also helped along by Mastermind, who subtly 
exacerbated Rogue's already severe psychological distress as a means of revenge 
against Mystique). Desperate, Rogue turned to Professor Charles Xavier and the X-Men 
and asked for admission to the X-Men to learn how to control her powers. The Professor 
was unable to do a satisfactory psychic scan of her, due to the clashing human and 
Kree portions of her psyche. Still, Xavier's charity towards all mutants led him to 
welcome her into his home and the X-Men, regardless of his team having previously 
fought Rogue and in spite of the X-Men's own strong objections. The X-Men even 
threatened to disband themselves and leave the school should Rogue be accepted. It 
was only Xavier's argument that all mutants deserved a chance for redemption that 
prevented the dissolution of the X-Men. Immediately afterward, Rogue clashed with 
Carol Danvers, as Binary, who was unwilling to accept the idea of Rogue among her 
friends. Her initial months with the team were rough as she was seen as a latent threat, 
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a Brotherhood mole within the X-Men. When the team met up with Wolverine in Tokyo 
where he was preparing for his marriage to Mariko Yashida, she was given a chilly 
reception by him—Wolverine having been a good friend and professional partner to 
Carol Danvers. However, after the rest of the team except Rogue, Storm and Wolverine 
were incapacitated by poison, Rogue was forced to work with Wolverine in order to find 
the culprit. The plot was traced back to the second Viper and her lover, the Silver 
Samurai. Rogue nearly died during the battle by taking a prolonged laser blast from the 
Viper to shield Mariko, who had shown her genuine trust and kindness. Wolverine, after 
the battle and over Rogue's own objections, kissed her to transfer his healing powers to 
her. She had gained his trust and respect for her efforts to protect his fiancée. Soon 
after, she gained the full trust of the rest of the team by again risking her life to 
save Colossus, who had been superheated by Pyro and then rapidly cooled. She 
absorbed Colossus' powers, leaving her in the same rigid, melted form as he was to 
allow the Morlock Healer to heal the damage done to Colossus. 
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